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Abstract 
Kiister, G., On the Hurwitz product of formal power series and automata, Theoretical Computer 
Science 83 (1991) 261-273. 
The Hurwitz (shuffle) product defined on formal power series is generalized to matrices and 
therefore to automata. The resulting constructions are then used to study commutative power 
series and abstract families of power series. In particular, the families of power series resulting 
from applying the generalized wedge operator to semi-AFPs and AFPs are characterized. 
1. Introduction 
The shuffle operator defined on formal languages has been studied intensely. In 
[5] we find its generalization to formal power series. Compared to formal language 
theory, the theory of formal power series offers two main advantages. Firstly, the 
statements are more general in the sense that language theoretic results can be 
deduced as special cases. Secondly, their proofs benefit from methods that come 
from linear algebra and are much more satisfactory from the mathematical point 
of view than purely language theoretic proofs therefore. Especially in connection 
with the shuffle operator, language theoretic proofs tend to leave a lot open to 
intuition. Transferring the definition of the shuffle operator to formal power series 
immediately leads to more comprehensive statements in that area but does not 
overcome most of the problems associated with the proofs. A further generalization 
to matrices of power series turns out to be a helpful tool. As the theory of formal 
power series presented in [5] generalizes the theories of formal languages and 
automata in a common fashion, in the sense that automata are considered as power 
series over a matrix semiring, the definition of the Hurwitz product of matrices 
immediately leads to the corresponding constructions for automata. They in turn 
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can be used to prove statements in the areas of commutative power series as well 
as abstract families of power series. Most of the results presented below are generaliz- 
ations of well-known language theoretic results. Apart from being more general, 
their proofs seem to be new. 
2. Preliminaries 
The notation used in this paper originates from [5]. All notions are defined there. 
We give only a short summary. 2 always denotes a finite, 2, a countably infinite 
alphabet. The collection of all formal power series over an alphabet E with 
coefficients from a semiring A is denoted by A(@*)), its subset containing all 
polynomials by A(E*). A(E) denotes the set of all polynomials with support in 2. 
The coefficient of w E 2” in r E A(@*)) is written as (r, w). A power series r E A((E*)) 
is called quasiregular iff (r, E) = 0, where E denotes the empty word and cycle-free, 
iff lim,,,( rn, F) = 0. 
A power series r~A(((&,u zl)*)) is termed &-limited, if there is a kEN(, such 
that w E Zg, 1 WI > k imply (r, w1 ww2) = 0. For r E A(@*)), r* and rf are defined by 
cc 03 
r* = C r’, r+ = C ri, 
i=O i=l 
if they exist. 
The smallest subset of A((E*)) containing UE and x for every a E A, x E 2, that is 
closed under + and * and contains r+ for every quasiregular member r of the set 
is called the set of rational power series and is denoted by A’“‘((E*)). The set of all 
matrices, row-, column-, row- and column-finite matrices with entries from a semi- 
ring A and index sets I, I’ is denoted by ArX”, API’, A?“, A:X”, respectively. 
For M, E A”“‘;, t = 1,2, the Kronecker product M, @ M2 E (,‘I~‘;) ‘lx’; is defined 
by ((M,@Mz)i,,Jl)iZ,jZ= (M,)i,,j,(Ml)iz,Jr. For Mr E (A((x*)))‘S”“, the Hadamard 
product M, 0 M2 E ((A((~*)))‘z~‘~)‘~~‘~ is defined by 
(((M,OM,)il,j,)iz,jz, “‘) = ((Mi)i,,J, 2 W)((M*)iz,jz, “‘1. 
An A(@*))-automaton % = (I, M, io, P) is defined by a countable set I of states, a 
transition matrix M E (A((E*)))‘“‘, an initial state ioE I and a final state vector 
PE (A(E))‘~~. Its behavior 1]5?11 is defined by /1’%?(1] = (M*P),. 
A rational representation is a multiplicative morphism p: 2: + (A’“‘((X~)))Q”Q, 
Q finite. p is called regulated, iff (p(w), E) = 0 whenever IwI > k for some k E N. A 
rational transducer X = (Q, p, qo, P) is defined by Q, /.L, an initial state q. E Q and 
a final state vector PE (A’“‘((Ez))) Qxl. SE defines a mapping T:A((E~))+A((~~)), 
termed rational transduction, by T(r) = CweP~ (r, w)(p( w)P)~“. A rational trans- 
duction is called regulated iff the associated representation p is regulated. 
A pushdown automaton 9 = (0, r, M, qo, po, P) is defined by a finite set Q of 
states, an alphabet r of storage symbols, a pushdown transition matrix ME 
((A((X*)))Q”Q);*““*, an initial state qo, the initial contents of the working tape p. E r 
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and a final state vector PE (A(E))‘“‘. Its behavior II@11 is defined by ]I~]] = 
((q&)P),. 
A family of power series is a nonempty subset of A{{I~}} = {r E A((22)) 1 there is 
E~ZZ,suchthat{wI( r, w) # 0} G 2*}. 2 is called semi-AFP, if there is a countable 
family 2 of power series, such that 5.! is the smallest set containing Q’, that is closed 
under addition and rational transductions. If 2 is also closed under multiplica- 
tion, 2 is called AFP, if 5.?‘= {r}, 5-2 is called principal. For 5.J c A((Zz)) define 
ZJq~)={r(r)lrEq 7 : A((I$)) + A{{Z$}} is a regulated rational transduction}. 
A type (r,, AT, T, nTTT) is defined by a countable set r, of storage symbols, a 
countable set AT of instructions, a type matrix T E A r; “rG(AT) and the initial contents 
of the working tape xr. A restart type is a type where rr = E, T,,,E AT. 
and (T?T,rTTZ, T,,,) = 0 if (r,, r2) # (E, E). An A’“‘((E*))-T-automaton ‘8 = 
( o,r7-9 M 90 3 TTY P) is defined by its transition matrix M = p(T), where 
p is a regulated rational representation and Q, r,, qo, vT, P are defined as 
above. Its behavior is given by II%]] = ((M*),,,,P),. Define AT((2*)) ={lls2111 1% is 
an A(2 u e)-T-automaton} and AT{{Z~}} = {r E A7((Z*))IX E I,}. A type T is 
called realtime type, iff AT{{2~}}={I~‘iX~I 1% is an A(Z)-T-automaton, 2 E E,}. 
Furthermore, AntmT((E*)) = { 1121/l 1% is an Arat((X*))-T-automaton}, AratmT{{2F$}} = 
{rEAraf-T(():*))lI~&}. 
Finally we define the Hurwitz product LU of power series by 
W,LUE=ELUW,=W,, WlXl LLl W2X2 = (WI% Lu w,)x,+ (WI LlJ W2X2)&, 
rl UJ r2 = ,,L, C ( rl, Wd(r2, W2)WI w W2 
i* w*tx* 
for all x, E 2, w, E E*, r, E A(@*)), t = 1,2. 
3. The Hurwitz product of automata 
As a first step we generalize the definition of the Hurwitz product to matrices 
and state some identities. In what follows, A denotes a commutative semiring, K 
stands for R, C or J, E, denotes the matrix of unity of the semiring containing M,, 
the notion of convergence used is the discrete convergence in AIx”. The isomorph- 
isms between (A((2”)))‘“” and A’x”((X*)) and between (. . . (A’,~X’~). . .)‘I~‘; and 
A~‘~X”‘X’~~X~‘~X~‘~x’~~ will be used without further mention. 
For matrices M, E (A((Z*)))‘~“‘;, t = 1,2, we define the Hurwitz product 
M, LLI M2~ ((A((iY*)))‘~“‘~)‘~“‘~ 
by ((Ml u M2)ilrjl)tZ,jZ= (M,)sI,jl ~1 (M2),2,,z for all i, E I,, j, E 1:. Obsem that 
M,wM2= c c (M,,W,)O(M,,W,)W,UIW2. 
w,tL* w*sx* 
Note, that for Iz,I = ITi] = 1 this definition is compatible with the basic definition of 
W. In case A = B our definition is identical to that given in [ 11. 
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Lemma 3.1. Assume that M, E AiX’f((E*)), M: E Ar’g(I), t = 1,2. Then 
M,M’,u~M,M;=(M,M:~~M,)(E,OM,)+(M,~~M,M;)(M,OE,). 
Lemma 3.2. Assume M,, M:E Ay’f(I*)), t = 1,2. Then 
(M,+M;)uIM,=(M,LIJM,)+(M;LuM~), 
M, LU (M2+ M;) = (M, LU M,)+(M, LLI M;). 
Lemma 3.3. Assume M, E Ah”‘t((Z*)). Then 
E,O Mf = (E, 0 M2)*, if MT exists, 
MTOEZ=(M10E2)*, if MT exists. 
The proofs of the above lemmas are straightforward and can be found in [7]. 
Consider now matrices M, E A’tx’(resp. M, E A’~“‘Q*))). We define the 
Kronecker sum Ml@ M2 E (A’z~‘z)‘~~‘~ (resp. (A’~“‘~)‘l”‘l((_X*))) of M, and Ml by 
M, 0 M2 = M, 0 E2 + E, 0 M2 (the definition originates from [4]). 
Theorem 3.4. Assume that M, E A ~‘f(Z). Then (M,OM,)*=M::~M;. 
Proof. Since Ml and M2 are quasiregular, MT, M: and (M,O Ml)* exist. Consider 
the equation 
Y= Y(Ml@M,)+E, (*) 
where E E (Akx’z )i”‘+). By [5, Th eorem 3.91 (*) has the unique solution (M,O 




=((M:uJ M$)+(&uJ M;))(E,@MJ 
+((MTuJM:)+(MTuJEE,))(M,OE,)+E 




Lemmas 3.1, and 3.3 been used the above 0 
We now ready construct an generating the product of 
behaviors of given automata. use the M,, for (M,, E)E and 
M,, for the quasiregular part of M,, t = 1,2. 
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Theorem 3.5. Assume I?I, = (I,, M,, i,, P,), t = 1,2, is a cycle-free A(2 u E)- 
automaton. If %I = (I, x IZ, M~oM,lOM&MZlr (ii, i2), M~,P,OM&P,), then 11‘%// = 
11~111 Lu lI‘%ll. 
Proof. Since M, is cycle-free, MT, exists and MT,A4,, E (A(E))‘fxrl. As 
1lBll = ((“T,M,,0M~~M,,)(MT,P,0MToP2))ci,,i,, 
= C C (((“?CIMll)* LU ~~2*o~~~~*~i,,~,~i~,j~~~T~p~~j,~~2*op2~j~ 
jlelljzth 
by Theorem 3.4, our theorem has been proved. 0 
Corollary 3.6. Assume ‘8, = (Qt. M,, i,, PI), t = 1, 2, is a cycle-free A(2 u E)- 
jinite-automaton. The A(E)-jinite-automaton %I = ( Q1 x Qz, MfOM,,O M&M,, , 
(h, Q, M~o~,0M&d’2) sati& 11~11 = ll~?1,1141~~ll. 
The next theorem shows that a similar construction works for the Hurwitz product 
of the behaviors of an A(E)-pushdown-automaton and an A(2 UC)- 
finite-automaton. 
Theorem 3.7. Assume that 9 = (Q,, r, M,, i,, po, P,) is an A(.Z)-pushdown- 
automaton and ‘% = ( Q2, M2, i2, PJ is a cycle-free A(2 u E)-finite-automaton. The 
A(Z)-pushdown-automaton ‘@‘= (Q, x Q2, r, M,@ M&M,, , (il, ix), pO, PI0 M&PJ 
sat$es IIWII = IlWll4l~ll. 
Proof. Note that M,O M&M,, E ((A(E)) (Q,x9,)x(Q,x9,),r*xr* is an A(E)_pushdown 
transition matrix. Furthermore, 
ll~‘ll = ((M,0M,*,M,,)~~,,(P,0M~~P2))ci,,i2) 
= C C ((M,@M%M 1 2 Tp,,i,,,c.,j,,)i,.j,(Pl)j,(MTOP2)j2 
iltQl As02 
= C (MT)(Po,i,),(E,j,)(Pl)jl UJ C (M2*oM21)i2,,z(P2)j2 
ilEQ1 hs QZ 
= ((MT)po,,P~)il u (MTP2)i2= IlrPII~~l~ll~ •I 
Since the collection of all power series generated by A(E)-pushdown-automata 
coincides with the set of all quasiregular parts of algebraic power series (see [5, 
Theorem 10.131) and because of r w s = (r, E)S + ((CwtZ+ (r, w)w) LU s) we have 
proven the following. 
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Corollary 3.8. 7’he family of A-algebraic power series with coejicients from a commuta- 
tive semiring A is closed under Hurwitz product with A-rational power series. 
Before we generalize our construction to realtime types, some clarifying remarks, 
also useful in connection with Section 5, are in order. A type is mainly defined by 
its type matrix T and the initial contents of the working tape z-~. T can be viewed 
as a general pattern specifying all actions allowed on the working tape. The transition 
matrix M of any T-automaton is obtained by applying a regulated rational rep- 
resentation p to T, so M =/*(T). Intuitively this means that the entries of T are 
replaced consistently by finite matrices. So, when thinking of the graphical rep- 
resentations, the nodes of the graph associated to T are “blown up” to finite 
automata. T itself can be viewed as the transition matrix of a T-automaton with 
just a single state, representing the set of all T-automata. This concept allows a 
very clear and easily understandable generalization of the theory of AFLs to the 
theory of abstract families of power series (AFPs), based on ideas connected to 
AFA-theory as presented in [2]. If it suffices to consider the set of all A(E)-T- 
automata to obtain all power series generated by A((Z*))-T-automata, the type T is 
called realtime type. 
Theorem 3.9. Let Tbe a realtime type. Then AT{{E$,}} is closed under Hurwitzproduct 
with rational power series. 
Proof. Assume rE AT{{~~}} and SE A’“‘{{X~}}. Then there are an A(2)-T- 
automaton %I1 = ( Q1 , T,, MI, i,, rT, P,) such that r = (( MT),,,,P,)i, and a rational 
representation p : AT+ (A{{E~}}) QlxQl such that M, = t_~( T). Moreover, there is an 
A(E)-finite-automaton ‘21, = ( Q2, M2, i2 , PJ such that s = 11Y121\. We define the 
rational representation p : A*,-+ (A{{~~}})‘Q~“Q~~X~Q~xQ~~ by 
k’( T,,,,,) = 
{ 
~(T,,,,,)@MZ if nl = r2, 
p ( Tm, ,,) 0 E2 otherwise. 
Obviously p’(T) = /*( T)O M2 and therefore 
We now summarize the results of this section. Using the Kronecker sum of matrices 
we have obtained simple constructions for automata generating the Hurwitz products 
of power series generated by given automata. The crucial point is by no means the 
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construction itself but the fact that we get rid of the Hurwitz product entirely, an 
operation very unfeasible to use. 
4. Rational commutative variants of formal power series 
In this section we generalize the notions of a commutative language and the 
commutative closure of a language to formal power series. A formal power series 
r E A((E*)) is termed commutative, iff q(u) = T(V) implies (r, U) = (r, u), where 9 
denotes the Parikh mapping. The commutative closure rC of r is defined by (r,, v) = 
~~~u~=q~U~ (r, u). Clearly r, is commutative but, even if r is commutative itself, in 
general r, # r. 
Example 4.1. Consider A=B, r = a b . * * Then rc=(a+b)*=(r,),. Now consider 
A=N, r=a*b*. Then again r==(u+b)*, but 
(r&= ,Fz* (‘“;;1”“) w. 
In formal language theory we have L, w L2 as the commutative closure of L, . L2 
for commutative languages L, , L2. This cannot be generalized to formal power 
series as the following example shows. 
Example 4.2. 
(a* 
Consider A = N. Then a” LU a* = CiZ,, 2’u’, whereas 
a*),,=(~“(i+l)a’)~=~~(i+I)u’. 
Thus, as opposed to formal language theory, the commutative closure cannot be 
found by simply replacing the Cauchy product by the Hurwitz product. Instead, 
we have the following identities, formulated as 
Lemma 4.3. (r, + r2)C = (r,),+ ( rdC for any r, , r2E A(@*)), (r1r2L= (rdcu (rJc, if 
r,EA((ZF)), t-1,2, E,nE2=0. 
For the rest of this section, 2 = {x1 11 s is n}. 
Before we can give a characterization of commutative rational power series, we 
need one additional lemma. 
Lemma 4.4. For every rational (resp. algebraic) commutative power series r there is 
a rational (resp. algebraic) power series s, such that r = s, . In particular, we have 
(rOfly=‘=, x*),=r. 0 
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Let Y = { Yi 10 =G i c WI} U { Y&k 1 1 s i s M, 1 sj G n, 1 =Z k s q( i, j)} be an alphabet 
of variables. Consider a system of equations 
(i) Y,= f yi, msl, 
i=l 
(ii) Y, = Y+,,r w . . * w x,,n,l, 1 < is 172, 
(iii) X,X, = M&X, X,x, + pi,,, , 1 s is m, Xj E 2, where Qi,+ is a finite set, 
Mi,+ E (A( xi)) Q,.rx %, Pi,, E (A(E))‘~~x,~~, . 
A solution of a (*)-system is defined as usual. 
(*I 
Theorem 4.5. Every (*)-system has a unique solution, where each component is rational 
and commutative. 
Proof. Every equation (iii) has a unique solution (by [5, Theorem 3.9]), where any 
component is obviously rational and commutative. Assume ri,s is the first component 
of the solution of Yi,,, = Mi,+Yi,,, + Pi,,,. By [S, Theorem 8.31, there is an A(Z)-finite- 
automaton generating ri,x,. 
By Corollary 3.6, ri = r,,,, LU . . . w ri,x, is generated by an A(Z)-finite-automaton, 
too, and therefore, again by [5, Theorem 8.31, r, is rational. The commutativity of 
ri is easily shown by induction on the number of factors: if r, = ri,X,, ri is commutative. 
Assume ri,X, w * * - w ri,+,, is commutative. Since 
k 
ri,x, LLI’ * * LLI ri,x,, LJJ ri,,,+, = ( ri,x, LU ’ ’ ’ U.l ri,x,) 0 n Xj* 
> 
u (ri,xk+, 0 X:+I)C 
j=l c 
= ((rz,x, w * * ( * U.l lj,+*) 0 fj Xj*)(ri,xk+, Q X:+1) j=l > c 
by Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, the commutativity of r,,,, w * * * UJ ri,Xk+l is implied by the 
commutativity of r,,,, LU * * * u r,,,,. The first component of our system has a unique 
solution, which is commutative by Lemma 4.3 and, of course, rational. 
Theorem 4.6. Every commutative rational power series is the jirst component of the 
solution of a (*)-system. 
Proof. Consider t = n:=, XT. By Lemma 4.4, r = (t 0 r),. Since r is rational, r is 
generated by an A(Z)-finite-automaton ‘2X= (Q, M, qO, P), i.e. r = (M*P),. t is 
obviously generated by the A(E)-finite-automaton ‘?I’ = (Q’, M’, 1, P’), where Q’ = 





Pi = E, 0 S i, j G n. 
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Now we construct the finite automaton % generating T = t 0 r. By [6], we obtain 
% = (0’ x Q, M’ 0 M, (1, qO), P’ 0 P), T = ((M’ 0 M)*( P’ 0 P))cl,qoj. Denote the 
(I, I’) block of a matrix M by M(I, I’). We claim, that 
(i) (M’O M)*((i, Q), (i, Q)) = (x, 0 M)“, 1 s is n, 
(ii) (M’O M)*((l, Q)) = (i (x, 0 M)*)(x, 0 M)+, 2~ is n, 
and prove it by induction: 
(i) (M’O M)*((i, Q), (i, Q))=(M’O M)((i, Q)(i, Q)))*=(xiO M)*. 
(ii) For i = 2, we obtain 
(M’O M)*((L Q), (2, 0)) 
=(M’O M)*((L Q)))((M’O M)((l, Q), (2, 0))) 
x ((M’Q M)*((2, Q), (2, 0))) 
=(x, 0 M)*(x, 0 M)(x, 0 M)* =(x1 0 M)*(x, 0 M)+. 
For i > 2 we have 
(M’Q M)*((L O), (4 0)) 
i-l 
=jz, (((M’O W*((L Q), (j, Q)))((M’O M)((j, OHi, 0)))) 
x ((M’O M)*((h O)(i, Q))) 
r-l j-l 
(E+(x,OM)+)+C n (E+(xkOM)+) 
j=2 k=l 
1-l 
n (E+(x,OM)+) (xiOM)+ 
j=1 
i-l 
= jJJ (Xj 0 M)* (Xi 0 M)+. 
> 
We infer that 
which is a finite sum. Every factor r,, = (x, 0 M):,,, is in fact a rational power 
series over a one letter alphabet, which’is generated by the finite automaton ai,+ = 
(Q, xj 0 M Pi,x, 3 Pi,,), where ( PQ4 = 6,,, . Similarly, (x, 0 M);,,, Pq, is generated 
by ‘3 i,x, = ( Q, -G 0 M, Pi+, 3 PL,,), where (Pi,x,)4 = 6,,,P,,. So, r+, is the Pi+, corn- 
ponent of the unique solution of the system Yi,,, = (xi 0 M) yi,,, + Pi,,, and therefore, 
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after rearranging the system such that the pi,x, component becomes the first one, r,,, 
is the first component of the solution of the system Yi,,, = Mi,+ Yi,,,+ Pi,x,, A&,, E 
(A(x,))~Q,“~~.-,. Now we construct the desired (*)-system in the following manner: 
for every r,,,, the corresponding system Y,,+ = Mi,,, Yi,,, + Pi,,, is taken. 
So r, = nyel r,,+ is the first component of the unique solution of the system 
Y= I? yi,x,J, yI,x, = Mi,x, yI,*, + &,.x, 2 l<j<n. 
j=l 
By Lemma 4.3, (r,),= r,,, LLI . . . w ri,,r, so (Ti)c is the first component of the solution 
of the system 
Yi = k;,,, W ’ ’ ’ LLI Yi,,” 9 yI,,, = Mi,~, YQ, + Pi,,, , 1 ~ i ~ n. 
Since Y = (F), = (1 ri)c = C ( ri)=, our theorem is proven. 0 
Corollary 4.7. A commutative power series r is rational iff r 0 nr=, x7 is rational. 
Now we are able to give an additional characterization of commutative rational 
power series in terms of automata. 
Theorem 4.8. A rational power series is commutative ifl it is generated by an A(2 u 
E)-jinite-automaton I?I = (Q, M, qO, P), where Q = {qO} u lJi Qi, i #j=3Qi n Q, = 0, 
Qi = Qi,x, x * * . x 0,x, 5 M(Qt~ Oj) = 6i,j(Mi,x,@’ ’ ‘O”i,x,,)v 
A$, E (A(x,))~~.?~~.~,, M(q,, Oi) EA(E)‘~~~. 
Proof. By Theorems 4.5, 4.6 and Corollary 3.6. 0 
Finally we remark that results similar to those obtained in [8] cannot be achieved 
for formal power series in general. This is easy to see by the fact that the set of 
N-rational power series over a single letter alphabet is properly contained in the 
corresponding set of power series generated by one counter automata. 
5. The generalized wedge operator 
In this section we use the constructions of Section 3 to obtain results concerning 
a generalization of the wedge operation as defined in [2] for families of formal 
languages. Consider families of power series 2,) 2!,~ A{{EZ$}}. We define the 
Hadamard product of gi, I$ as a generalization of the wedge operator by 
2, @&={r, 0 rZIrrEg,, t=l,2}. 
Furthermore, we define the collection of all well-defined homomorphic images of 
a family of power series ;\! G A{{2 2)) by 
Q,(Z) = {h(r) 1 r E k?, h is a morphism specified by its restriction h : E + E’*, 
h is either a-free 
or 2 = X0 u E, and r is &-limited and h(x) E E’+ for all x E 2,). 
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Note that the above definition guarantees that infinite sums in A cannot occur. 
Before we are able to present the results concerning the generalized wedge operator 
we need one lemma. For the rest of this section, A denotes a commutative zerosum- 
free semiring. 
Lemma 5.1. Assume r, E A((ET)), t = 1,2, 2, n TZ2 = 0, T-E A(@*)). Then thefollowing 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) There are regulated rational transductions S-, :A(@:))+ A(@$)), t = 1,2, an 
alphabet 2:~ Z3 and a morphism h:A((Z$))+A((Z*)), where h(x) E Et for all XE 
l&-E:, such that r = h(T1(r,) 0 T2(r2)) and T,(r,) 0 T2(r2) is Ey-limited. 
(ii) There is a regulated rational transduction T: A(((E, u &)*)) + A((X*)), such that 
r = 7( r, w r2). 
The proof of Lemma 5.1 is rather complicated, mainly for technical reasons. It 
is therefore omitted here but can be found in [7]. 
Extend the domain of UJ to A((EZ)) x A((EZ)). L emma 5.1 immediately implies the 
following. 
Theorem 5.2. Assume T, , T2 are types with rrT = E or restart-types, A, n A, = 0. Then 
6Wn(( TTL,, ,,I 0 W( T%T*,E)) = =71((TTL,, ,E Lu ( TTL,Z,J. 0 
For two given types T, = (r,, A,, z, rrTTT,), i = 1,2, where r, n r,, = A, n A, = 0, 
we define a type T3( T, , TJ = (Tr,, A,, T,, rT3) as follows: 
r,, = rT, u rTZ, A, = A, u A,, T3 E A“~$%(A& 
(Ts) ~1~2.PIPZ =S,,,,,(T,),,,,,+6,,,,,(T,),,,,, for all ri,piEr*T,, (T3)W,p=0, 
if n g r:,q or p g r*,,r*,, rT, = rT,nT,. It is easy to see that Tj is defined quite 
similar to TIO T2, except for the index sets, of course. More precisely, we have the 
following. 
Theorem 5.3. (T?)rr,rz,P,Pz= (((TIO TJ*)V,.p,)Wz,Pz = CT?),,,,, u (T%,,,, for all 
?Ti,piEr*T., i=l,2. 
Proof. By definition ( T3)W,Tr2,p,PI = (( TIC9 T2)W1 ,P,),,z,Pz. By induction on k, 
(T:kL,r>.P,P2= (((TI@ TzJkL,,7iJPI.P2 for all k E N can be proven easily and therefore 
the first equation holds. The second equation is implied by Theorem 3.4. 0 
For the proof of the next theorem we need a version of Theorem 5.3 for subtypes 
of T, and T2 having a finite set of instructions. 
Lemma 5.4. Assume Ai s A,, A, finite, i = 1,2 and A3 = A, u AZ. Furthermore, Ti,, 
is obtained from Ti by erasing all instructions not belonging to Ai. Then 
(ULJ*L,~z.p,pz= ((T,n,)*)=,,,, LLI ((LJ*)~>,pz. 0 
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Now we are ready to state the first main result of this section. 
Theorem 5.5. i!Jl( ( T3*)wTs ,E ) = 6(~(( c&J 0 m(( W,,*,,)). 
Proof. (i) Assume r E m( ( T$) “T3 ,E ). Then there are alphabets A,E A, and 2 and 
a regulated rational transduction 7 : A((A*)) + A(@*)), such that r = T(( T:dJ,,,,E). 
By Lemma 5.4 we infer r = T(( TTdi)7T,,r LU ( T,*,,),,2,E). By Lemma 5.1 there are 
alphabets &, Et, 2: G &, regulated rational transductions 7i : A((AT)) -+ A(@;)) and 
a morphism h : A(@‘,*))+ A((E*)), such that 
r= h(~l((GdJTrT,,J 0 M%&J); 
?((R& ,,J 0 ~*((Z&rT2,E ) is Ei-limited and h(x) E Z+ for every x E X3 -2:. 
Therefore 
(ii) Conversely, assume r E @(m(( TT)n,, ,,) 0 fm(( TT),,2,E)). Then there are 
alphabets -.&-Xi and &, 1: E -X3, a morphism h : A((E$)) + A((Z*)), alphabets Ai E A, 
and regulated rational transductions 7i : A((A7)) + A(@$)), such that 
r = h(T,(( %,)~& @ Tz(( %&T2,E)), 
TI(( %,)?rr,,+) 0 T2(( %2)“T2,E ) is Et-limited and h(x) E Ef for every x E 2:,-.X:. 
By Lemma 5.1 there is a regulated rational transduction 7 : A((A, u AZ)*)) + A(@*)), 
such that r = T(( TTd,)rT,,, LU( Tzd2)?TT2,E) and by Lemma 5.4 we infer r = 
T( T:L&,_. 0 
Theorem 5.5 together with results from [5] makes it easy to characterize the 
families of power series generated by the generalized wedge operator. We state the 
theorems from [5] needed for the proofs below as lemmas. 
Lemma 5.6 (Kuich and Salomaa [5, Theorem 11.221). Consider a type T such that 
either rrT # E or T is a restart type. Then 
A’“‘-T{{Z% = m(( T*),,,,). 
Lemma 5.7 (Kuich and Salomaa [5, Theorem 11.361). A family 2 ofpower series is 
a semi-AFP i$” there exists a type T with rrT # E such that I.? = A’“‘~T{{E~}}. 
Lemma 5.8 (Kuich and Salomaa [ 5, Theorem 11.431). A family 2 ofpower series is 
an AFP if there exists a restart type T such that 2 = A’“‘~T{{E~}}. 
Theorem 5.9. If Sl and Z2 are semi-AFPs, then @(2,0 S3,) is a semi-AFP. 
Proof. By Lemmas 5.6 and 5.8 there are types z, i = 1,2, with rTa # E, such that 
zi =m((TT),,2,E ). Without loss of generality assume A, n A, = T,, n r,, =p). By 
Theorem 5.5 we infer @(g, 0 2,) = n(( T3( T,, T2)*)mT3,E). Since TV, = nT,?rT* f E, 
@(Z, 0 Z!,) is a semi-AFP by Lemma 5.7. q 
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Theorem 5.10. If 2, and Z& are AFPs, then @(C,, 0 &) is an AFP. 
Proof. By Lemmas 5.6 and 5.8 there are restart-types K, i = 1,2, such that 2; = 
?!R(( T”),,,). Again assume A, n A, = rT, n r,, = 0. By Theorem 5.5 with m’r, = nnr, = 
r’T3 = E, we infer @(I?, 0 I&) = YJZ( Tf),,,). Assume ( Ti),,, = d,, so ( T,),,, = d, + d2. 
By the definition of a restart type, (( T3)711 ,~~, d,) = (( T3)?r, ,~~, d,) = 0 if (rrr , TJ # 
(E, E). We define a type T4 by (rT3, b-i&, dJu{41, T4, E), (T4)r,.T2= (T3)T,,mz 
if (or, r2) f (e, E), ( T4)_ = d, . Obviously T4 is a restart-type. Furthermore, it is easy 
to see that 
m(( T;)E,F) = m(( T4*)q), 
so our theorem is proven by applying Lemma 5.8. 0 
Principality results are easily obtained as special cases of the above theorems. 
Theorem 5.11. Assume 2, and 5$ are principal semi-AFPs. Then @(I!, 0 I?,,) is a 
principal semi-AFP If ( Tt),r,,E and ( TF)wTz,E are cone generators of 2, and I$, 
respectively, then ( T3( T, , Tz)*),,,,F is a cone generator of @(I?, 0 I$). 
Theorem 5.12. Assume S, and I$ are principal AFPs. Then @(I?, 0 I?!,) is a principal 
AFP If (TT),,, and (TZL are cone generators of 2, and I$, respectively, then 
( T2)E,F is a cone generator of @(G!, 0 &). 
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